
 

 

X-Keys Key Caps 

 

Use keycaps and blockers to instantly create a custom layout for your application. Use tall or wide 

keys for frequently used triggers or modifiers. Use blockers to separate keys into groups by 

function. Use coloured keys to identify groups with related functions. 

 

X-keys Single Keycaps 

Each package contains 10 key cap bases and 10 clear cover lenses. These parts do not fit X-Keys 

Sticks. 

 

 

Colour Part code 

Blue A-XK04B 

Green A-XK04G 

Orange A-XK04N 

Red A-XK04R 

Clear A-XK548-12R 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

X-keys Tall Keycaps 

Tall keycaps replace two single keys on X-keys. Each package contains 10 key cap bases and 10 

clear cover lenses. These parts do not fit X-Keys Sticks. Minimum order applies. 

 

  Blue Part code:  A-XK002B 

 Clear Part code:  A-XK529-10R  

 
 
 
 

Wide Keycaps 

Wide keycaps replace two single keys on X-keys. Each package contains 10 key cap bases and 

10 clear cover lenses. These parts do not fit X-Keys Sticks. Minimum order applies. 

 Blue Part code:  A-XK003B 

 Clear Part code: A-XK528-10R 

 
 
 



 

 

 

Single keycaps for X-Keys stick 

Replacement keys with a backlighting window in the base which allows the blue LED to illuminate 

the key legend from the back. Colour is beige, pack of 8. Minimum order applies. 

 Part code:  A-XK106 

 

 

X-Keys 10 Keyblocker set  

Key blockers take the place of any single key on an X-keys XK series device and leave a flat 

surface at case top height for a professionally finished look. These key blockers friction fit into the 

XK series deck and may be removed or swapped with keycaps to modify or update a key 

configuration. These parts do not fit X-Keys Sticks.  Minimum order applies. 

 Part code: A-XK556 
 

Beige Quad keycaps 

Quad keycaps replace four single keys on X-keys. The transparent caps fill the key cap base with 

either blue or red backlighting. These keycaps only fit the X-keys Classic Series. Minimum order 

applies. 

 Part code: A-XK06 
 



 

 

 

Key Puller 

All X-keys include a key puller for removing keycaps. This is a replacement key puller should you 

lose yours or feel the need for a backup. Position the puller over the keycap, squeeze, and pull 

 

  Part code: A-XK01 

 


